is paper addresses the problem of automatically customizing the sending of notifications in a nondisturbing way, that is, by using only implicit-feedback. en, we build a hybrid filter that combines text mining content filtering and collaborative filtering to predict the notifications that are most interesting for each user. e content-based filter clusters notifications to find content with topics for which the user has shown interest. e collaborative filter increases diversity by discovering new topics of interest for the user, because these are of interest to other users with similar concerns. e paper reports the result of measuring the performance of this recommender and includes a validation of the topics-based approach used for content selection. Finally, we demonstrate how the recommender uses implicit-feedback to personalize the content to be delivered to each user.
Introduction
Companies want to keep their customers informed about the availability of new services and products. However, the continuous sending of notifications to the user's devices can produce the opposite effect [1] if these notifications end up bothering users, who in turn ignore, remove, or block them ( Figure 1 ). To mitigate these adverse effects, it is sensible to be selective and only send the notifications that we are aware that really interest each user. Machine-learning techniques enable the analysis, summarization, and classification of text in a massive and automatic way.
erefore, this paper surveys the use of these tools to identify which clients are interested in which notifications.
e clues used to identify whether a notification subject matters to a user may be explicit or implicit [2] . e explicitfeedback constructs the user profile by asking the users for their personal characteristics and preferences for different topics or items.
e implicit-feedback constructs the user profile by silently observing the behavior of the users (e.g., the time spent on a page, the amount of scrolling, or the number of mouse-clicks) and then inferring their rating [3] .
Collecting explicit-feedback conflicts with modern marketing trends and policies. In particular, companies want to maximize the user experience by minimizing the cognitive effort and information-filling burden during any web interaction. An interaction that should be especially agile is registration, because this maximizes the number of new users who complete their registration. However, this policy results in collecting poor explicit-feedback.
is paper studies to which extent a recommender is able to extract clues that significantly improve the sending of notifications when only implicit-feedback is available (i.e., user actions which result in nondisturbing collection of information). For this purpose, on one hand, we have developed mechanisms that translate the implicit-feedback (i.e., user interactions) into topics of interest of the user. On the other hand, we have applied machine-learning techniques (i.e., text mining, summarization, and classification) to extract the topics of each notification. We hypothesize that these pieces of implicit-feedback, along with the automatically classified notifications, enable us to select the interesting notifications for each user. To analyze this hypothesis, we have conducted an experimental evaluation.
First, we have collected indicators that act as pieces of implicit-feedback. Second, we have measured the performance of the recommender (i.e., the automatic recommendation system) implemented in our service and related our findings with those of other state-of-the-art works.
is paper makes the following main contributions to the field:
(1) Determines to what extent implicit-feedback suffices to make automatic recommendation of notifications. (2) Develops a mechanism to determine the user preference for the notifications by iteratively reducing dimensionality: terms, characteristic words, and topics. (3) Demonstrates how text mining, summarization, and classification techniques are effectively combined to create a hybrid filter: a collaborative + a contentbased filter that (a) Mitigates the cold-start problem (a well-known problem of collaborative filters) because once the user has positively rated one notification, we use the content-based filter to start recommending notifications of same topic. (b) Effectively integrates content similarity (the content-based filter finds notifications with the same topic) and diversity (the collaborative filter finds users with the same tastes). (c) Does not require explicit domain knowledge of the items (as is the case of knowledge-based techniques) and so does not require metadataannotated items. (d) Completely automates customized notification sending, without any user intervention.
(4) Publishes the source code and the anonymized dataset to enable future research and repetitiveness of the reported experiments (https://github.com/ ifernandolopez/hybrid-filter).
e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews comparable state-of-the-art recommenders and background machine-learning techniques. Section 3 describes the proposed solution. Section 4 provides the design of the experiments. Section 5 provides and discusses the results of our approach and relates it to other approaches.
Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and possible future work.
Literature Review
is section reviews related state-of-the-art recommenders in several application domains, as well as the basis of background machine-learning techniques used to conduct this research.
State-of-the-Art.
Recommenders are popular and widely used. Well-known e-companies use them to improve the user experience [2, 4] .
ere is a wide variety of items recommend, including movies [5] , books [2] , music [6] , research articles [7] , clothes [8] , travels [9] , events [10] , and many more.
Although these systems filter the relevant content and improve the user's satisfaction, some challenges remain; for instance, nondisturbing the user with the feedback collecting mechanism [11] , monotonous recommendations [12] , or the cold-start problem [2, 13] . Regarding the first challenge, currently many recommending solutions still rely on the explicit-feedback provided by the user, typically the user ratings [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, not every user is willing to provide ratings, especially when ratings are optional. Moreover, ratings may be biased by user's contextual and emotional states.
Implicit-feedback is also available. e combination of both implicit-feedback and explicit-feedback may mitigate the problem of lack of explicit ratings. erefore, different systems in the literature use both types of feedbacks. For example, the sports news recommender described in [19] bases its recommendations on the user's readings (i.e., implicit-feedback) and ratings (i.e., explicit-feedback). Bagherifard et al. [20] also use both implicit and explicitfeedback in a hybrid approach for movie recommendations, though their solution uses ontologies. A hybrid and ontology-based approach is surveyed in [17] using ratings for news recommendations. Also, Agarwal and Singhal [21] propose a solution based on a domain ontology, which uses explicit and implicit data of users; the registered user provides the explicit information, while the implicit information includes mouse behavior and user session data. e system proposed in [22] retrieves keywords from external user and item sources to generate implicit-feedback to diminish the cold-start problem. However, although using implicit-feedback and explicitfeedback can enhance recommendations, there are situations in which users are not willing to provide explicitfeedback. Fortunately, there are abundant implicit data that may serve to model the user preferences. In fact, there are authors that target the problem where only implicitfeedback is provided [23, 24] . Núñez-Valdez et al. [24] propose a system that converts implicit behavioral data into explicit-feedback to recommend books. Typical user actions are considered, such as highlighting content, adding notes, or suggesting content to other contacts. e mobile application advertising recommender in [25] also follows the approach of mapping the implicit-feedback (click, view, download, and installation information) into explicit ratings. Besides, they use slowly changing features of the mobile context for recommendations.
e news recommender described in [26] uses the clicks on news items to create the user's profile. Also, Li and Li [27] use only user's reading actions for news recommendations, creating a hypergraph to model correlations among items and implicit relations among users. e system proposed by Zheng et al. [28] also keeps track of users' reading actions. Soft clustering is used to group users to enrich the user profile with general reading interest and relates users with similar behavior. For each user group, the system identifies the latent topics, and creates hierarchies. Lu et al. [29] consider implicit actions like browsing, commenting, and publishing.
ey target scalability and data sparsity by using Jaccard K-means based clustering technique. e users' similarities are calculated considering multiple dimensions, such as the user interactions with content and their eigenvectors of topics. Extracting information from the users' tweets is another strategy to build the user's models for recommendations [30] . Gu et al. [31] propose an approach that uses content in microblog or tweets of users and users' social network preferences (popularity) for news recommendations. Also, content in microblogs is taken into account for recommendations by Zheng and Wang [32] , but from a sentimental point of view. Retweeting of news are the implicit activities considered in a content-based recommendation system that models user trends [33] .
e second abovementioned challenge relates to monotony in recommendations, which is inherent in pure content-based approaches. Hybrid approaches target the lack of diversity in recommendations by combining contentbased and collaborative filtering. For instance, Lenhart and Herzog [19] introduce a collaborative filter to target diversity in their sport news recommender. e keywords are automatically obtained from the pieces of news, as well as from the users' reading data, and are used to estimate the interest of users in topics and provide the content-based recommendation. All of this is complemented with a collaborativebased recommendation that uses users' ratings. Li et al. [26] use hierarchical clustering for grouping news articles and long-and short-term user profiles based on clicks on news, and they incorporate the absorbing random walk model to achieve a diversity of topics in recommendations. Lastly, some systems provide and merge multiple recommendation lists based on different criteria to enhance diversification, which is called result diversification [11] .
While content-based approaches have the drawback of monotony, they effectively address the cold-start problem [13] . On one hand, apart from facilitating diversity, a clear advantage of collaborative-based approaches is that they do not need domain specific data. However, collaborative filtering alone suffers from the sparsity problem. On the other hand, content-based filtering is not very effective in recommending news items, because usually users only read a small part of these [17] . erefore, our approach proposes combining collaborative-based filtering, which provides diversity, with content-based filtering, which mitigates the cold-start problem, and addresses the sparsity problem through aggregation and clustering techniques. In addition, our content-based filter does not have domain-dependency, as is the case with other approaches (e.g. [20] ).
Datasets for Evaluation.
is section reviews potential datasets to evaluate the performance of recommendation with notifications. Although we have not found a dataset of users rating notifications, we have found some datasets of users rating text documents. For instance, the authors of [34] studied topic diversification and have published their dataset with 278,858 users providing ratings about 271,379 books. e authors of [35] have studied dimensionality reduction for offline clustering, and they have published their dataset with 4.1 million ratings of 100 jokes from 73,421 users. Yahoo has published two datasets about news visits: "R6A-Yahoo! Front Page Today Module User Click Log Dataset, version 1.0" and "R6B-Yahoo! Front Page Today Module User Click Log Dataset, version 2.0" (https://webscope. sandbox.yahoo.com/). e first one includes 45,811,883 unique user visits to news articles displayed in the Featured Tab of the Today Module on Yahoo! Front Page during ten consecutive days. e second includes 15 consecutive days of data gathering with 28,041,015 user visits to the same module. Even though they are well populated with users' interactions, they lack other types of interactions (e.g., sharing, printing, skipping, and deletion). In addition, the short periods cause the events to repeat themselves, thus producing certain biases [13] . "Outbrain Click Prediction" (https://www.kaggle.com/c/outbrain-click-prediction/data) dataset also corresponds to a 2-week period, and its main limitation is that it does not provide the content, but only some semantic attributes of the documents.
In summary, after making this survey, we found that (1) most of the studies are based in unmentioned or private datasets [19, 21, [26] [27] [28] 36] , and, what is worse, (2) we have not been able to find a public dataset of notifications, which motivates our decision to collect and publish our own dataset of user interactions with notifications (described in Section 4.1).
Background Review.
is section reviews the background machine-learning techniques used to conduct this research. [43] has used n-grams collocations and Markov Chains to determine the probability of a word being followed by another word and to identify common grammar mistakes.
Characteristic Words of a Document.
A problem that has been widely studied is how to find the characteristic words of a document (e.g., [44] [45] [46] [47] ). ese characteristic words can be used, for instance, to implement keywordbased document search.
A first approximation is the Term Frequency (TF) [48] . is score counts the relative frequency of each term t in the analyzed document d and selects as characteristic terms of the document those with a higher frequency. at is, this score merely selects those terms that maximize the following TF(t, d) function, where |t ∈ d| is the number of times the term appears in document d, and |d| is the number of terms in the document d:
Note that the ratio in (1) compensates for the differences in length of the analyzed documents, so that the TF score only depends on the relative frequency of the term and not on the size of the document.
e major problem with the TF is that words with higher frequency tend to be the same in all documents, even if we remove those words in a list of stop words. is effect is an empirical law known as Zipf's law. e conclusion is that the frequency of words is not the best way to find the characteristic terms of a document.
An effective and popular approach to finding the characteristic words of a document within a corpus is the TF-IDF score. e TF-IDF score has been frequently used along with a clustering algorithm to classify text [49] or decide on the topics of a corpus [50] . is score combines the TF with the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) to choose the characteristic words of the document. e IDF gives a higher score to rare terms using the following formula, by dividing the number of documents in the corpus |D|, by the number of documents in the corpus where the term t appears |t ∈ D|. is ratio is never less than 1, so the logarithm is always positive:
Note that in (2), D is uppercased to indicate that the score is calculated with respect to the corpus of documents and not the currently evaluated document d. e TF-IDF score takes advantage of the fact that Zipf's law does not only apply to a document, but also to a corpus of documents.
en, we can calculate the frequency of the words in a corpus D and compare it with the frequency of the words in a certain document d.
e TF-IDF score is the product of both indices (3) , that is, it is the product of the times that the term appears in our document TF(t, d) and the infrequency of the term in the general corpus IDF(t, D):
e main reasons for the popularity of this score are the following:
(1) It captures how specific the term t is for a given document d only; therefore, it effectively selects a small set of rare words as characteristic words of the document. (2) It is not necessary to remove stop words.
is is because a very frequent term t receives an IDF(t) � 0 and so TF-IDF � TF(t) · 0 � 0. (3) e accuracy of the selection can be improved with stemming, as stemming groups words with the same root.
Topic Modeling.
Topic modeling is the area of machine learning that applies unsupervised clustering techniques for discovering the topic of a collection of documents. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [51, 52] is a popular topic modeling method to summarize the meaning of the words and documents (the observed variables) in hidden variables (latent low-dimensional clusters). Its popularity is based on its fuzzy clustering approach, in contrast with other hard clustering methods such as Explicit Semantic Analysis [53] .
LDA assumes that each document is a mixture of a small number of topics, and each topic is a mixture of a number of words.
erefore, this one-to-many mapping implies an overlap in both the topics of a document and the terms of a topic.
In particular, the LDA algorithm performs Bayesian inference on the observable variables (words and documents) to update the posterior probabilities of the initial belief on the hidden latent variables (topics). e algorithm produces a set of topics, the topic proportion for each topic, and two posterior probabilities:
(1) Beta probabilities are the estimates of the probability of a word belonging to each topic. e more often a word occurs in a topic, the higher the value of beta. e words with higher beta probabilities in each topic can be used to summarize the topics. (2) Gamma probabilities. While learning topics, LDA also learns topic proportions per document. e gamma probabilities are the estimates of the proportion of words of a document that are generated by each topic. e more the words of a document are assigned to a topic, the higher the gamma value is.
Recommendation.
A recommender is an automatic information-retrieval filter that builds a model from the user's profile and behavior to predict the rating or preference that a user would have for an item. One type of recommender is a content-based filter [54] , which uses the description of the item and the user profile.
at is, the content-based filter basically decides the best-matching between these two sets:
(1) Content, annotated with keywords that describe the content itself. (2) User profile, in which keywords describe the user's preferences.
For instance, if the content is documents, the keywords that describe this content may be inferred from the TF-IDF score of their words. e keywords in a user's profile will correspond to the query to the search engine. Sometimes tagging is used to make the content and the user profile comparable (e.g., [55] ). As the user visits content, the user's profile is annotated with tags form the content.
Another popular type of recommender is a collaborative filter. A collaborative filter [56] collects the preferences that a large group of people have assigned to a group of items and predicts the rating of a user for an item that has not been rated yet. Usually, the collaborative filter operates in two phases:
(1) Training phase. During this phase, we collect the user's preferences for particular items and create an Item User Matrix (IUM), like the one shown in Table 1 . e rows of the IUM correspond to the items i � {i 1 , i 2 , . . ., i k }, the columns correspond to the individual users u � {u 1 , u 2 , . . ., u p }, and the entries correspond to the relevance that each user has assigned to each item. Note that usually the IUM is a Scientific Programmingsparse matrix, that is, most items are not voted by users. e basis of any collaborative filter is to find people with similar tastes. If user u i and user u j have assigned similar ratings to a set of items, we assume that they have similar tastes. If we now detect that u i has assigned a rating to an item that u j has not rated, we assume that the rating that u i assigns to this item will be similar to that of u j . (2) Exploitation phase. During this phase, we receive a new item that a user has not rated, and the collaborative filter predicts the rating that this user will assign to that item.
An issue that collaborative recommenders have is the socalled cold-start problem. In particular, the recommender will not properly predict the rating of users when it has not yet collected enough information. is issue occurs in two cases: (a) when the user is new, so we do not have enough information about the topics of interest of the user, and (b) when the item is new, and we do not have enough ratings for this item.
A hybrid recommender is a combination of contentbased and collaborative filtering.
e hybrid recommender takes advantage of both the representation of the content as well as the similarities among users. One advantage of combining information is that this process can produce a more informed prediction. Another advantage is that it can reduce the cold-start problem by overweighing the content analysis when an item has not received enough ratings, and vice versa.
Evaluating Recommendations.
Evaluating recommendation basically consists in measuring the ability of a recommender to generalize current user's rates for some items to other unrated items.
Regarding the recommendation tasks to evaluate, Shani and Gunawardana [57] describe different approaches for the evaluation: top-N recommendation, some good items, all good items, rating prediction, utility optimization, etc. In Sections 4.2 and 5.1, we have evaluated the classification performance of our proposal using the top-N recommendation approach. Top-N recommendation assumes that there are a large number of items, but the user does not have time to review all of them. erefore, top-N recommendation aims to identify the N items that the user will most probably accept. To this end, top-N recommendation orders the items by predicted ratings and chooses the first N.
Regarding the performance metrics, in a different paper [58] , Shani and Gunawardana have proposed a set of metrics to compare collaborative filters, such as accuracy, prediction, recall, sensibility, specificity, utility, diversity, coverage, and novelty. Section 4.2 justifies the selection of the metrics used in this research, which are introduced below. Table 2 summarizes the formulas for calculating these metrics:
is is a measure of the closeness of agreement between a prediction and its actual value (whether the user has actually accepted it or not). It is computed as the number of items correctly classified (TP + TN) divided by the total number of items analyzed (TP + TP + FP + FN). Usually, a recommender aims to find items of the class of interest, that is, the items rated as positive, among all the available items. e problem is that usually the items of the class of interest are far less than the total number of items.
is problem is known as the class imbalance problem. e accuracy alone is not enough to measure the performance of the recommender suffering from the class imbalance problem. is is because the recommender can reach a high accuracy by simply predicting every item as nonrecommendable. When the class imbalance problem occurs, precision is a more reliable metric since it only ponders positive predictions. We can also detect that the recommender is recommending too little if the recall falls near to 0.0.
Proposed Solution
In this section, we describe the architecture of the service, as well as our proposal of implicit indicators to be used. en, we describe how we have implemented the recommender, how to compute each of the intermediate matrices and their interpretation, and how to train and use the recommender.
Service Architecture.
e architecture of a recommender has a great impact in the way pieces of feedback are gathered and how they are used. erefore, this section summarizes the architecture of the recommender that we have implemented. In particular, our recommender is a software-as-aservice (SaaS) application that helps organizations be polite with their users by preventing the sending of notifications that are not likely to interest them. Figure 3 shows the roles involved in our service and the relationships between them.
In particular, there are three roles involved:
(i) Client company. is is the organization interested in sending notifications to its users without erefore, they do not want to send notifications if they are not of interest to their users. For example, a mobile application development company has a list of users. However, this is a polite company, and so does not want to bother its users by asking them to fill out surveys, or sending notifications that are not of their interest.
(ii) Client users. ese are the users of the above client company. Obtaining implicit-feedback on these users can help send them only notifications of their interest. For example, the mobile application can collect information about the behavior of these users without disturbing them with explicit questions. (iii) Recommendation provider. is is our classification service that this paper describes in more detail. e client company provides implicit-feedback to our recommendation provider. is feedback contains the interactions of its users during past notifications and corresponds to the training phase of our recommender. Given a new notification, our service returns both: (1) the top N notifications for each user and (2) a numerical prediction rating (from 0 to 10) estimating the interest in the N notifications for each user. e client company now has to decide the N number of notifications to select to each user and next from which threshold of numerical interest rating to send the notifications to its users.
Note that this architecture facilitates the service being implemented independently of the business model of the client company. For example, notifications for a cinema may be movies, and notifications for a repair shop may be promotional discounts. In this model, the client company subscribing to our SaaS forms a natural grouping of users, and information is not shared between client companies. e dashed line in Figure 3 indicates this lack of data sharing between companies.
Selecting Implicit Interest Indicators.
As motivated in Section 1, we do not want to bother users asking for explicitfeedback (rating) about the content that they are interested in. Conversely, we want to represent the value of the notifications for the user by mapping the user's interactions to numerical ratings indicators. We use the 1 to 5 Likert scale to capture the level of interest-disinterest on a symmetric scale. We have identified 5 sources of useful interaction (summarized in Table 3 ):
(1) Examination. e first time the user opens a notification, we increase the estimation of the interest of the user in the content by increasing the rating of that user in this notification in +1. (2) Reopening. If later on, the user reopens the notification, this indicates that the user found its content useful, and so we increase the rating by +1 for each new reopening. (3) Frequency. We overweigh the interest from users with little examinations, with respect to a user who examine notifications frequency. (4) Fast reading. We underweigh the interest if we detect a short reading time as an indicator of lower interest.
To detect it, we study the time until the next access. (5) Printing. A user who prints a document is showing interest in using it or reading it in more detail. Scientific Programming(6) Sharing.
e notifications are annotated with a "share it" button. If the user shares a notification, this is an indicator that the notification has value for the person with whom the user is sharing it. erefore, we increase the notification rating in +1 each time the user presses the "share it" button. (7) Skipping. If the users go through the summary of a notification without opening it, this is an indicator that this content does not particularly interest them. erefore, we assign a rating of 2 (dislike) to the notifications that the user has not opened. (8) Deletion. Notifications are annotated with a "delete" button. If the user makes the effort of explicitly deleting a notification, this indicates that its content not only is not of their interest, but somehow it is disturbing or even offending. erefore, we assign a rating of 1 (strongly dislike) to the notifications that the user deletes.
e maximum rating that a notification can receive is +5, as this value is an enough indicator of high interest of the user in this notification.
Note that these indicators have been chosen to ease their nondisturbing collection in different web applications. Of course, other more accurate indicators can and have been used (e.g., reading time, mouse movements, and highlighting content [2, 3] ). However, the additional effort of their collection in a web page (i.e., using JavaScript client scripting) causes the websites to refuse the integration of these gathering protocols, because this may slow down the page rendering. In fact, this is what happened when we asked website administrators of our University, UNIR, to integrate these scripts to collect more advanced implicit indicators for our experiments. erefore, we opted to develop a solution that can be integrated into websites easily and effortlessly. Nonetheless, the reader can add to the model more elaborated indicators if they find their collection feasible in their website.
Note that different website owners will be willing or able to collect different indicators. erefore, you can optimize the initial values of the indicators proposed in Table 3 by adjusting the model parameters during the training phase. Note also that Table 3 contains variables, and this adjustment may not be necessary if the classifier automatically scales their values during the training phase.
Recommendation Approach.
is section describes how our recommender predicts the most interesting notifications for each user. e process described herein performs a dimensionality reduction, so that we start with the terms of the documents and end with the topics of interest for each user.
is section describes our recommender and so uses the term "notifications," although traditionally the literature has used the term "documents." erefore, in the rest of this document, the terms document and notification are used as interchangeable synonyms.
Our recommender is a hybrid recommender combining the two filtering approaches described in Section 2.2.5. In particular, our hybrid recommender operates in two major phases:
( e recommender applies collaborative filtering on the dataset to further reduce dimensionality and predict the interest of the user in an unseen notification. In particular, the recommender first creates a Document User Matrix (DUM) gathering the interest of the user in each document. Second, the recommender utilizes the DUM and the DTM calculated above to produce the (Topic User Matrix) TUM, which contains the interest of each user in each topic.
When a new unseen notification arrives, we apply the first step to identify the topics of the notification. en, we use the second step to predict the interest of each user in the topics of the notification. Figure 4 summarizes the flowchart and concepts that our hybrid recommender uses. In particular:
(1) Flowchart. e dashed arrows indicate the matrices computation steps. First, we use the indicators dataset to generate the DUM (Section 3.3.3). Second, we retrieve the documents and compute the TDM and DTM. ird, we combine the DTM and DUM in the TUM (Section 3.3.4). (2) Relationships. Double arrows indicate the matrices relating these concepts. e following sections describe in more details the relationships in Figure 4 and how we compute each matrix.
Computing the TDM.
e first task that the recommender has to do is to analyze the text of the notification and obtain a concise representation by means of the TDM, which eases the selection of the characteristic words of the notifications.
is TDM performs a dimensionality (1) Preprocessing. In this step, the notifications are tokenized, and then we remove stop words, whitespaces, numbers, and punctuation symbols (Section 2.2.1). We also group equivalent terms using lowercasing, accents removal, synonym grouping, and stemming. Finally, we remove words appearing only once in the whole corpus because by inspection, we have found that it is a useful way to eliminate misspelled words. Note that it is not necessary to remove repeated terms (such as headers, footers, or copyright information) because according to (2) , those terms will have an IDF(t, D) � 0, and therefore, they will never be selected as characteristic words in the next step. (2) Feature selection. In this step, we identify and ponder the characteristic words of a document. We have observed that merely counting the occurrence of terms in the notifications implies that the words more frequently used in the language are overpondered during classification. To remove this bias, we have used the TF-IDF score to decide whether a word is a characteristic word of a document. In particular, as described in Section 2.2.3, this score considers the number of times that a term t appears in a document |t ∈ d| as well as the document length |d|, and compares it with the number of times that this term appears in the corpus |t ∈ D|, to provide more weight to uncommon words that are appearing relatively often in the document d. ese words will be the characteristic words of the document.
(3) TDM matrix generation. As described in Section 2.2.2, the TDM is a sparse matrix representation of the words in each document. In particular, in the TDM, a word vector corresponds to a column in the TDM, a row corresponds to the vocabulary, and the TF-IDF score indicates the level to which a word is important (i.e., a characteristic word) for a document. erefore, we can reduce the dimensionality of the TDM by selecting the words with a higher TF-IDF score, that is, the less frequent words correspond to the characteristic words.
Computing the DTM.
When two notifications have a relatively similar TF-IDF score for their word vectors, this is an indicator that they are dealing with the same topics. To find related notifications, we have to project them into groups with related topics by applying a standard clustering algorithm. In this way, once we determine that a notification is related to a specific topic, we assume that the notifications of its cluster deal with relatively similar topics. As we do not want to have our customer manually labeling the topics of their notifications, we have opted to use an unsupervised clustering algorithm. In particular, we use the collapsed Gibbs sampling method as described in [59] . To determine an appropriate number of topics, we used the binary logarithm rule (4) , where the number of nodes of the tree corresponds to the number of documents in the corpus |D|, and the depth of the tree corresponds to the number of topics k, that is,
After executing the clustering algorithm with k topics, each row in the DTM corresponds to a document, each column corresponds to a topic, and each entry is an integer indicating the number of times words in each document were assigned to each topic.
Finally, we normalize the DTM so that all rows sum up to 1.0. In this way, an entry in the DTM will contain the levels of belonging of each document to each topic.
Computing the DUM.
e DUM corresponds to the IUM traditionally used in collaborative filters (as described in Section 2.2.5), but where items correspond to documents, and the user's ratings are implicit. We compute the DUM by converting the collected implicit-feedback into the user's ratings according to Table 3 . In particular, the rows in the DUM represent documents, and the columns represent users.
Note that we will use the DUM in two ways:
(1) Normalized. For content filtering, we do the normalization because, in this case, the DUM is merely an intermediate step to calculate the TUM (computed in the next step), which represents the prediction of topics of interest for each user. In particular, we normalize the DUM so that the column of each user sum to 1.0. In this way, the votes of all users weigh the same. at is, if the user has accessed several documents, the user has shown more interest in more documents, but the opinions of all users are equally important to determine the topics in the next step. (2) Unnormalized. For collaborative filtering, we are searching for documents that are of interest to other similar users. erefore, we use the DUM as is to retain information on all documents evaluated; that is, without lessening the relevance of entries of users who have interacted with more documents.
Computing the TUM.
e above DUM has two main difficulties:
(1) ere is no direct mechanism to use the DUM to predict the level of interest that a user will have when new unseen notifications arrive. (2) e number of notifications grows rapidly, and the users do not provide any implicit-feedback for most of the notifications. As a consequence, the DUM will be a sparse matrix.
e TUM addresses both problems:
(1) e TUM relates the users to their topics of interest. erefore, on the arrival of a new notification, we use the DTM to determine the topics of the notification, and therefore, we map these topics to the level of interest of each user. (2) e number of topics tends to grow more slowly than the number of notifications; therefore, the TUM is denser than the DUM.
e TUM is computed as follows:
(1) e recommender normalizes the DUM so that the documents of interest for each user sum 1.0. is normalization aims to represent the relative importance of topics for each user, irrespective of how active the users are individually. (2) e recommender multiplies the transposed DUM by the DTM to obtain the TUM. In the TUM, rows represent users, columns represent topics, and entries represent the levels of interest of each user in each topic.
Note that we use the DUM colwise normalized and the DTM rowwise normalized. erefore, the TUM will be rowwise normalized, which means that the interest of each user for the topics will sum 1.0.
Recommendation Phases.
As usually in automatic recommendation, our recommender also operates in two major phases described here: the training and the exploitation phases.
(1) Training phase. During this phase, we analyze the text of the training notifications and use the implicit indicator dataset collected in Section 4.1, to generate the TDM, DTM, DUM, and TUM. In particular, during this phase, the following tasks are executed:
(1) e recommender uses the indicator dataset to retrieve the text of the notifications. (2) e recommender analyzes the text of the notifications and computes the TDM (Section 3.3.1). (3) e recommender applies the topic-clustering algorithm to the TDM in order to obtain the DTM, which indicates the proportion of topics of interest in each document (Section 3.3.2). (4) e recommender uses this indicator dataset and indicators described in Section 3.2 to create the DUM, which contains the user's interest in each document (Section 3.3.3). (5) e recommender computes the TUM, which indicates the interest of the user in each topic (Section 3.3.4). In particular, the TUM is computed with formula (5), where DUM n ′ represents the normalized and transposed DUM:
(2) Exploitation phase. During this phase, we receive a new user, and we have to predict a top-N recommendation list for that user with notifications that this user has not rated. is implies the following task:
(1) e recommender uses formula (6) to obtain the DUM predict , which predicts the level of interest of the user for each unseen document.
en, we normalize the DUM precict so that all rows sum up to 1.0. Lastly, we select the higher predicted 10 Scientific Programming scores up to 1−1/k for the user. Note that formula (4) defines k clustering topics for 2 k documents. us, 1−1/k approaches 1.0 as the number of topics (and also documents) increases. is means that the more the documents there are, the higher the threshold will be for selecting a document. (2) We create a top-N recommendation list in the following way:
(a) Content filtering phase. e recommender selects the documents for which the predicted user interest is above 1−1/k threshold, where k is the number of topics (4) . is phase uses the content similarity criterion to recommend content. If the above phase is not enough to obtain N unseen documents, this means that there is no more content on the topics that are of interest to the user. en, we activate the collaborative filter.
(b) Collaborative filtering phase. We compute the user-user similarity to find the documents that have been of interest to similar users. In particular, we compute the User User Matrix (UUM) using the cosine similarity formula (8) . en, we use the higher rated documents by the most similar users to complete the top-N recommendation list. is phase uses the diversity criterion to recommend content.
Methods
is section summarizes how we have created the dataset for evaluating our proposal, evaluation criteria, and protocol for evaluating the classification performance. We also describe how we have validated dimensionality reduction; that is, the selection of the characteristic words of each document and the unsupervised model to cluster by topics.
Experiments Setup.
Before initiating this collection, we have reviewed different datasets (Section 2.1.1). However, we found these datasets inappropriate for our research, because we need implicit indicators, such as the ones defined in Table 3 for notifications of a company. erefore, we have accomplished the collection of our implicit indicators in the indicator dataset. 4.1.1. Collecting the Notifications. As described in Section 4, our ultimate goal is to create a recommendation provider that helps client companies customize the sending of notifications to their users. As we have not been able to find a standard dataset containing these notifications from a company, we initiated the construction of our own dataset with the resources we have in UNIR. In particular, (i) e notifications we have used in our experiments are blog posts from a list of RSS URLs in Spanish at UNIR Revista (http://www.unir.net/vive-unir/). UNIR shows the students these blog posts in the front page of a number of virtual courses (4 graduate courses and 20 postgraduate courses, all of them on different topics related to technology and engineering). erefore, these blog posts resemble the notifications that we want to simulate. RSS and Atom are standard protocols for publishing blog posts. As they use a well-defined XML format, this content can be easily collected. (ii) With this dataset, we are assuming that the blog posts are equivalent to the notifications that we intend to evaluate. However, the performance of blog posts vs. notifications recommenders is not always directly comparable. For instance, notifications are often extremely short texts, compared to blog posts. (iii) e indicators dataset we currently have is a dataset in progress. ough currently it is a small dataset, we have published it.
Collecting the User Interactions.
To collect the implicit indicators for our experiments, we have published the abovementioned blog posts in the front page of the virtual courses of various subjects that have taken place in the academic year 2018-2019 at our university (UNIR). e protocol to show the blog post to the student has been as follows:
(1) When student enters the classroom, the latter 5 blog posts are shown. (2) Merely clicking on its title redirects the user to the blog post, and we record the date, user ID, and visited URL. (3) We have been registering this activity for 1 month.
Although the collection of this dataset is a work in progress, at the time of writing this article, we have obtained the interactions of more than 100 students. With the logs of this activity, we are able to collect indicators 1-4 of Table 3 .
Evaluation Criteria and Protocol.
Since our approach aims to be nondisturbing, we are interested in selecting the best notifications from a large number of notifications.
erefore, we measured the classification performance using the top-N recommendation task (Section 2.2.6).
To measure the classification performance of our implicit-feedback recommender, we follow a leave-one-out approach. In particular:
(1) e recommender iterates the users in the DUM in which each nonempty entry indicates the actual interest of the user in this notification. We remove a nonempty entry from the DUM for each user with 2 or more entries. at is, we need at least one remaining rating in the DUM to know something about the user. e removed document will be the document to be tested, the corresponding user is the test user, and the new matrix will be the test DUM. (2) e recommender uses test DUM to regenerate the TUM as described in Section 3.3.4.
Scientific Programming(3) e recommender obtains the top-N recommendation list, executing the prediction phase described in Section 3.3.5. In this top-N recommendation list, N is the number of documents in the user list, i.e., the number of elements for which the user has shown interest according to the original DUM. (4) We contrast the user list with the top-N recommendation list measuring the accuracy, precision, and recall. In particular, for each recommendation in the top-N recommendation list, the confusion matrix is generated according to the imputation rules described in Table 4 .
Dimensionality Reduction Model
Validation. In addition to evaluating the classification performance, we validate the consistency of the dimensionality reduction implemented in the content-based filter. In particular, the content-based filter implements two reductions of dimensionality:
( If these features are coherent, the difference between both will be low:
To calculate the DDM, we first measure the similarity between documents as the degree to which the features (either TF-IDF or topics) overlap. For this purpose, we use the cosine similarity between the features vectors of each pair of documents. e cosine similarity takes the sum of the n features product normalized by the product of their Euclidean lengths. In particular, for the documents with word vectors u, v, the cosine similarity is defined as
In general, the cosine similarity ranges from −1.0, meaning exactly opposite vectors, to 1.0, meaning exactly the same vectors. However, as the vector values are all positives, (8) will range from 0.0 (completely disjointed documents) to 1.0 (the same document).
To use the similarity measure in (8) as a distance metric, we use the following formula:
e resulting DDM is a squared symmetric matrix where the entry on row i and column j represents the distance between documents d i and d j .
Convergence.
e collapsed Gibbs sampling method [59] repetitively iterates all words in all documents updating prior and posterior probabilities of the hidden variables (topics). After a number of iterations, the model tends to converge to a stable topic assignment state. e perplexity index [60] has been proposed to determine when the model is fitted, and we can stop the iterations. Basically, this index computes the likelihood of the parameters given the observations. e perplexity is defined as the natural log of two likelihood values:
e log-likelihood including the prior.
(ii) Assignments likelihood.
e log-likelihood of the observations conditioned to the assignments.
A lower likelihood score indicates better generalization performance. Section 5.4 studies this convergence.
Result and Discussion
is section provides the results of the classification performance as well as a validation for the coherence and convergence of our dimensionally reduction approach. Figure 5 shows the classification performance of executing the above evaluation protocol. You can obtain the numerical values of this figure in the file evaluation.R. e horizontal axis shows the time evolution, and the vertical axis shows the classification performance using the indicators accumulated up to the day of the evaluation.
Classification Performance.
Inspecting the collected indicator dataset, we found that notification recommendation suffers from the class imbalance problem (Section 2.2.6), that is, the user does not show interest in most of the notifications that were presented. Similarly, the top-N recommendation list also suffers this effect, as most of the notifications are not in this list. erefore, accuracy overestimates the classification performance of the recommender ( Figure 5 ). Nonetheless, we have included accuracy in our analysis to ease the comparison, as it is a standard metric in most of the state-of-the-art recommenders.
Limiting false positives is essential to avoid the lack of trust that occurs whenever the recommender returns a noninteresting notification. Precision indicates the ability of the recommender to create a top-N recommendation list that resembles the user list, that is, without FP. is is an ambitious goal, because the precision formula (Table 2) compares how many times we succeed against how many times we make a wrong recommendation, but disregards all the documents that were correctly filtered (i.e., TN). is fact justifies the high difference between accuracy and precision in Figure 5 . at is, approximately, only in 13% of the cases, the recommender is able to correctly guess which is the leave-one-out element.
To best estimate the classification performance, we have also added recall to Figure 5 , which indicates the completeness of the actual top-N notifications for the user.
e most obvious way to increase precision and recall is to increase the number of user interactions. Figure 6 shows how precision and recall improve if we repeat the above evaluation using only those users who have interacted with 2 or more documents.
Other authors obtain the same effect increasing the number of user interactions. For instance, [26] follows our top-N performance evaluation approach; when they use 10 elements in the list, they obtain a precision of 0.22 and a recall of 0.25. If they increase these elements to 30, they achieve a precision of 0.32 and a recall of 0.42. Similar figures are obtained by the system presented in [28] , in which the recall increases from 0.25 to 0.41 when the number of elements increases from 10 to 30. Also, the system presented in [27] gets higher f-measure values as the number of elements in the list increases. Unfortunately, we have not been able to reproduce their experiments with our indicators dataset because our dataset is sparser and we barely have users with more than 3 interactions. Notice that although the results are similar, datasets used in the experiments are not the same, and so the results cannot be directly compared. e authors of [19] also combine content-based and collaborative filtering, by targeting sports news, which is a further controlled domain than ours. In addition, they combine explicit rating for collaborative filtering, with implicit-feedback for content-based filtering by counting the number of times the user accesses the news. To evaluate the system, they analyze the user clicks (of around 5000 users during 10 days) and they find that 27% of the recommended articles are viewed, being 50% of recommended articles removed. Although the evaluation method is user based (i.e., it is not offline), we find these results to be in concordance with the precision obtained in the other studies mentioned above.
Finally, it is worth to mention that the design of all these experiment assumes that the users always choose the documents that are of maximum interest for them. However, it is known that the behavior of users on the Internet is impulsive and explorative [61] . erefore, we hypothesize that part of these relatively low precision and recall scores are due to the fact that users access the documents without analyzing in details which are the most interesting for them. To further analyze this hypothesis, we would have to ask the user, which would involve comprehensive fieldwork for future work. An argument in favor of this hypothesis is that the user's choices are only based on the title of the post, while the recommender analyzes the entire text thoroughly. 
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Although implicit-feedback is easier to obtain, it is a challenge to convert raw data into user ratings because implicit-feedback is inherently noisy. Given that the ratings are somehow artificially created from implicit data, a confidence level may be considered to gauge the confidence in the estimated ratings. Particularly, there are some studies finding that reducing confidence in the preferences of those users with more intense activity improves the performance [25] .
Representative of Each Topic.
To determine the representativeness of the characteristic words and topics, we have used our dataset to generate the 2 top words in each topic, as well as the document that best represents each topic. e rows in Table 5 correspond to the topics. For each topic, we show the two most representative words along with the title of the most representative post for this topic.
e DTM represents the assignments of the document to the topics. Figure 7 shows the distribution of topics across all the documents. You can obtain the numerical values of this figure in the file validation.R. Note that the representative documents in Table 5 match the documents with the highest proportion of the corresponding topic in Figure 7 .
Coherence.
is section studies the coherence of the dimensionality reduction approaches by measuring the difference among the documents classification according to the DDM TF-IDF and the DDM topic (Section 4.3.1 for further details).
Remember that formula (9) calculates this distance between these matrices, where 0.0 means the same document and 1.0 means completely disjointed documents. Figure 8 shows the heatmap of this difference (7) . You can obtain the numerical values of this figure in the file validation.R. Light colors indicate high coherence; that is, low difference between both approaches to measuring distances. Note that the heatmap is symmetric, and both metrics reach maximum coherence when both documents are equal (the main diagonal). In general, both metrics give similar distances, and so the heatmap is light.
e darkest squares correspond to a lower coherence; that is, the documents are not receiving the same distance with both approaches.
Convergence.
Our LDA clustering algorithm uses four parameters:
(i) Number of topics. We use the binary logarithm rule (4). Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discuss the suitability of this parameter.
(ii) Iterations and learning rates. We execute i � 100 iterations. e α � 0.1, β � 0.1 probabilities can be interpreted as learning rates. Section 5.4 discusses the suitability of these parameters. Figure 9 shows the convergence of our dataset with the learning rates α � 0.1, β � 0.1, and i � 100 iterations. You can obtain the numerical values of this figure in the file validation.R. A greater log-likelihood is considered more adequate for the parameters. We can observe that after 15 iterations, the model has stabilized.
Conclusions
is paper shows how the gathering of pieces of implicitfeedback is enough to personalize content delivery, that is, without the need to disturb the user by asking them to fill in additional personal information. e recommender operates autonomously and automatically with standard data mining techniques, so its use does not imply an additional cost of adding to the notifications metadata (as is usually the case with other content-based and knowledge-based recommenders). e recommender is able to select content for users with a similar profile using standard collaborativefiltering techniques. e adding of content-based filtering allows us to effectively address the cold-start problem (a limitation of pure collaborative filters). In particular, it is enough that a user has chosen a single document to determine the topics of interest and initiate recommendations on similar topics.
Future Work.
We have identified three areas of future work:
(1) Our recommender has been evaluated offline, without the explicit participation of the user in the evaluation. However, according to some studies, great offline performance does not necessarily mean online success [62] . erefore, it is important to also consider the perceived utility of recommendations by the user in future work. is work would also allow us to analyze the hypothesis laid out in Section 5.1: to what extent the user exhaustively analyzes or impulsively chooses the documents [61] . (2) e user interests change over time [26] . erefore, as future work, we may introduce some temporal mechanism that model the gradual decay of the relevance of past readings [26, 29] , or the user trends [33] . (3) Finally, the evaluation of the classification performance has been implemented with a relatively small dataset, which also does not include all the indicators defined in Table 3 . For this reason, we want to increase the volume and type of implicit indicators and update our published dataset.
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